THIEVERY OF THE JOYS OF LIFE By Arnis Luks

As we move further and further into this propaganda induced ‘dark age’, it is appropriate to understand how societies can deliberately be deconstructed (as the policy end-objective) to fit the world communist slave state. The amplification of propaganda inducing ‘covid-urgency’ is intentional to impose harder lockdowns, further restrictions, less societal engagement and cohesion, greater pressure to accept an experimental mRNA medical treatment, the deliberate destruction of the middle-class income-base being the economic heartland of a self-reliant people, and the deliberate loss of our ancient rights and freedoms including health freedom of informed consent. Communism doesn't just happen, it is purposely pursued. All major political parties by their silence or active participation are now working together under ‘covid-urgency’ to achieve this objective. These recent news articles show me that we are now deliberately being herded towards the one-party state.

Can Do can – but at Amanda Stoker’s expense


Campbell Newman’s decision to run for the last Senate spot in Queensland has little chance of success, but by so doing will be damaging to the electoral chances of conservative Amanda Stoker. If you are in Queensland, consider your personal support being directed towards Amanda Stoker’s electoral campaign, even above her political party’s interests. You will need to vote ‘below the line’ to control your preference flows ‘as you see fit’ and not as how the party determines. I know the election has not been announced, but rest assured these things are being put in place for the next and possibly our last election.

Clive Palmer targets Peter Dutton as he woos Campbell Newman


If you live in the Queensland seat of Dickson and find that Peter Dutton has been an effective representative, again support should be directed towards his electoral success. His and Stoker’s electoral demise could be the final nails in the conservative coffin. Clive Palmer’s political election-mode posturing about a vaccine passport High Court challenge is part of a greater political campaign to unseat traditional conservatives moving us further towards the one-party state. You need to consider his financial support for Campbell Newman and attempted removal of Peter Dutton as the same policy objective - removal of conservatives from our parliaments.

Conservative vote splinters as senior Liberals walk


I see these defectors as spoilers, doing the work for others who wish to break the back of any conservative response to communism, even within the liberal/national coalition, as confusing as that explanation sounds. They are trying to keep the disenfranchised coalition voter’s preferential flow directed back to the centralist party machine. You need to look closely at every candidate you endorse with your vote, especially how they have served in the past. Will you trust them with possibly your last vote? Remember that flow of preferences can be just as destructive to freedom as the primary vote.

Ex-Labor ministers resurrect Family First in South Australia


What can be said about politicians attempting to garnish the Christian vote within South Australia politics?
The harvesting of misguided Christian voters is to further disenfranchise traditional conservatives with preferences directed back towards the major parties. What have they ever done in their long and coloured history that could make you think they will now pursue policies that give greater decentralising freedoms for the individual? What were they doing when the power station at Port Augusta was so publicly dynamited removing South Australia’s electrical power independence? – a psychological act of violence directed towards coal fired power generation to appease the environmentalists.

Removing stable and affordable electrical energy supply also removes heavy industry – the heart of industrial independence for any state.

The potential ousting of remaining conservatives from within the liberal/national coalition is being pursued on multiple fronts including this effort from SA.

Accused Liberals plan to go ‘rogue’


I understand these accusations surfaced at the same time as covid – pressuring them into silence no doubt.

Each of these articles deals with circumventing traditional, middle-class, blue-collar, conservative and Christian Australians from any form of political representation. If these strategies are successful, this coming round of elections will be our last. Opposition parties will be a thing of the past under the covid tyranny.

Who is behind all of this? Big Money, Big Media and Big Industry. Last week I recommended reading Antony Sutton’s Wall Street and The Rise of Hitler available on our website. He has documented Big Money, Big Media and Big Industry are always concentric, being behind these politically centralising movements. Their objective is a type of feudalism, now owning the whole world as the result of the ruse of central banking credit creation.

It has been going on since time immemorial, but in our modern era since the establishment of the Bank of England 1694 by the invasion of the merchant class over that once merry Isle - England. Klaus Schwab and the Great Reset is the current manifestation of this desire to rule the world – the world communist slave state.

Communism wants no part of a traditional, stable and self-sustaining society. Whether it is a grower/farmer, blue-collar worker, small businessman, traditional family or conservative Christians, the objective is the same, to destabilise to destroy, and from this pile of societal-rubble to rebuild under the false premise of a utopian socialist dictatorship by the proletariat. Somehow this time will be different from every past socialist dictatorship of the proletariat, and will somehow emerge the ‘real’ socialist dictatorship by the proletariat.

There is a detachment here between thoughts and observable reality. Communism is always a nightmare – the documented world of totalitarian slavery.

Know them by their fruits... you cannot get figs from thistles.

What is Truth?

Truth is "conformity between judgements and reality" wrote Pastor Richard Wurmbrand. The covid injections are causing an increasing surge of reported illnesses.

Sunday 25th July, in the NSW daily press conference at the 6 minute mark, Dr. Jeremy McAnulty admitted that of the 141 people in NSW hospitals, all but one had received a double dose of the covid vaccine. The one remaining person had received a single dose.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Tme1kPqdY2s

The injection is causing the increase in infections.

The covid determinations by deemed medical experts ‘marketing’ mRNA injections, tests and masks, ignore demonstrable effects of the policy by concentrating only on formulas, abstract computer models and hypothetical projections – a giant utopian plan for vested interests.

Signs of COVID Injection Failure Mount

https://mercola.com/

This abstract world of thoughts and computer models is delusional, not grounded in observable reality at all, while in the real world the lockdown is inflicting untold psychological and financial harm to all of us every day this ruse continues. The levels of stress over our children under this communist policy removes all forms of human joy from life. Every bit of expression and initiative is suppressed and cognitive function overwhelmed by this imposition of masks and lockdowns - home detention.

Who gave the ‘state’ the power to issues these directives?

It is these same people who should not be in charge of an access-scooter, but somehow have wheedled their way up the bureaucratic chain to issue directives for which they are not personally held accountable. This is actually ‘the end point’ that nationalised medicine (Medibank / Medicare) has taken us – to where we have lost control up the bureaucratic chain to issue directives.

Who gave the ‘state’ the power to issues these directives?

They should never have been allowed to make these decisions. Where is our limiting constitution? Each individual must insist that personal responsibility rests with themselves to make their own informed medical choices about health and safety.

Secret Vote as the Self Inflicted Poison

They are referred to as public servants, not public masters. The treachery that put them in charge above our limiting constitutions, has been laid down over many years by their cunning predecessors with the aid of foolish and opportunistic politicians. But we are also to blame. The ‘secret vote’ encouraged us to do away with personal accountability towards our neighbour, to accept the bribes offered during every election campaign. Even a public meeting with robust discussion and a show of hands is an improvement on what we have hidden within the secret of voting ourselves benefits at the expense of our neighbours.

Every attempt at collectivism has demonstrated (revealed) totalitarianism as its end outcome (reality).
Truth is Conformity between Judgements and Reality

Articles are now surfacing that in order to maintain employment, mandatory injection of this experimental medical treatment is required, and for those who choose not to be injected, exclusion from the normal functions of everyday life. This polarising of society is deliberate.

Unvaccinated risk exclusion from ordinary joys of life


Alarming numbers face job losses from Sydney lockdown


One of the nation’s ‘big four’ banks has tipped between 50,000 and 60,000 workers in NSW would lose their jobs because of the lockdown.

If an invading army were coming over the hill, would you want a table to hide under or grab a weapon to defend your freedoms? This government, with the assistance of a massive propaganda campaign, is directing us towards the former determinative. Where is our resilience to defend ourselves and our families? Is covid a greater threat than the loss of our children’s mental health, their well-being and vitality, and every other aspect of freedom and initiative? OR Should we with our children show a resilient stand against tyranny?

Covid is not the real threat – it is totalitarianism

While most of the public accept the imposition of these draconian laws over their freedoms, the potential is there for small groups of spirited ‘individuals’ to take the initiative. For those that have ears to hear, these words must ring true. Freedom is a gift from ‘God alone’. Those that believe this now need to put that philosophy to work. We are in crisis, but so are they who would enslave us.

Last week I wrote about (people in) crowds losing their ability to reason. If you chose to go out in amongst the crowd, at least pre-think through the message you wish to convey and concentrate on that. Once you are in the crowd, if it is large enough you may no longer control the outcome. With experienced agitators, the crowd can do things the individual would never have considered. Police and the Military, aggressively enforcing directives can also incite the crowd into a frenzied mob. They become just as much part of the problem as the crowd.

Where societal regeneration starts is from within, the individual brave heart and mind and not the crowd.

Sydney Powell’s ‘Defending The Republic’ website produces regular and informative newsletters here: https://defendingtherespublic.org/newsletter/ informing all that Cable and MSM News services are integral to the stream of unrelenting propaganda and mis-information. ALOR produces a daily blog here: https://blog.alor.org/ weekly OnTarget and monthly NewTimes Survey bulletins here: https://alor.org/ and a weekly Broadcast and Podcast here: https://thecross-roads.org/.

A lot of research goes into these informative mediums. Use them at every opportunity to spread the Truth. Both the Judy Wilyman and Joseph Mercola websites are important sources of factual medical information.

The combination of the Financial/Military/Pharmaceutical/Industrial/Media complex would be an impossible task to overcome by physical strength alone. It requires faith, hope and Love, all put into action. Talk with your neighbours every chance you get and all those who are willing listen. Use your time to re-educate yourself and others, pointing out the psychological and financial harm caused by the injection/infections, masks, testing, lockdown and travel restrictions.

Sir Robert Peel wrote: "The police are the public and the police are the police; the police being only members of the public who are paid to give full time attention to duties which are incumbent on every citizen in the interests of community welfare and existence."

We are all in this together. Build up social cohesion every single day, being the real credit of every community. I call this practical Christianity - Love. Also help where you can against the economic carnage inflicted to farmers and small businesses, all suffering low or non-existent turnover and cash flow, and support local farmers trying to harvest our vital food supplies. All these impositions of tyranny fall into the open hands of central banks with indebtedness for generations not yet even born...

The ABC of Douglas Social Credit by E.S. Holter extract... Douglas Social Credit’s philosophy has its roots in human nature itself. It is not solely an economic or financial solution to the present crisis we find ourselves in; it has a more profound philosophical base than that and is rooted in human nature itself. Its vital aim is not merely to establish economic security without destroying individual initiative; it is interested in economic security for the very purpose of establishing individual freedom in order that Man may develop according to his own initiative and capacity. The possibilities implicit in our age of plenty go much further than the problem of distribution or any other economic consideration. The struggle for physical maintenance becomes incidental. Man is at last freed to devote himself to those intellectual, emotional and creative pursuits which alone can make life something more than mere vegetation. The expression of individuality is essential to the happiness of man. Douglas Social Credit is wholly centred on the principle that the proper goal of economic activity is to satisfy the needs of man and not to accumulate wealth for wealth’s sake. The real object of production is consumption and not profit. The only revolution advocated by Douglas Social Credit is the monetary revolution. No social upheaval is called for; no class warfare is desired, and no class is relegated the right to dominate others, not even to the class of financiers and bankers. They are sharply rebuked for having become the masters and dictators of the nation, whereas, they should have remained its servants. It does call on all within the community or nation to respect one another and to work in harmony for the common welfare...end
Introducing Douglas Social Credit Lecture One
By Betty Luks p.16
https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Social_Credit_Intro_Lectures/Social_Credit_Intro_1.pdf

Far from being a piece of sentimentalism, the great Christian Commandment “Love one another” enunciates a fundamental principle for successful co-operation between individuals in society. This ‘love’ is a dynamic force which can be seen in the ‘good fruits’ of human association based on the ‘right’ principles or fundamental truths. “Again I tell you, if two of you on earth agree (harmonise together) whatever they shall ask, it will come to pass and be done for them by My Father in heaven.” “Where two or three are gathered together in (into) My Name (that is in Christ’s power or rule) there am I in the midst of them.” His creative, dynamic force, His love, is released for the benefit of those who have gathered together for a particular purpose.

The basis of the social philosophy of Douglas Social Credit is that the Individual is the all-important unit, and that the only justification for the existence of any organisation - from a football team to a modern Nation-State - is that it promotes, in some way, the life and well-being of the Individual.

One important fact regarding Social Credit should be of great encouragement. There are ‘conscious’ Social Crediters who know what it entails and spend their life trying to teach it, and more importantly, putting it into action, because they firmly believe that is the way to go. There are also millions of ‘unconscious’ Social Crediters, they are the majority of good, honest, sane and caring people in the world who instinctively promote Social Credit without giving it a name. The world would be in chaos if it were not for the majority of people who are engaged in adding to the ‘social credit’ in their everyday, ordinary lives.

The Social Dis-Credit: Just as there are Social Crediters (conscious and unconscious) trying to build up the Social Credit, there are also ‘Social Discrediters’ (conscious and unconscious) disrupting the social credit. The conscious discrediters are also trying to make sure Social Credit is not understood by distorting people’s perception of it. The ‘conscious’ discrediters, (The Controllers) are those who, for their own objectives, enjoy and desire power to control, or manage, society. They consciously work to break down all bastions of that trust and confidence so essential for any human association to function harmoniously. They are in influential positions throughout finance, education, the media and politics, and are intent on increasing the power and authority of the State, thereby weakening the foundations of the social structures...end

The Counter to Communism is People Power

Our Parliaments need to be recalled, these Emergency Enabling Acts revoked and referenda held for the Constitutional Enactment of the People's Law - CIR - Citizen’s Initiative, Referenda and Recall to all levels of government. Politicians have again demonstrated they cannot be trusted with too much power. This power needs to be placed firmly back into the hands of every individual, as not only the temporary instrument of restoration of our ancient rights and freedoms, but a permanent political mechanism that can remove any on the public payroll for unsatisfactory performance.

Covid is not the real threat – it is totalitarianism

LETTER TO ANDREW HASTIE MP

I quote from your newsletter this week - "The good things about Australia that we love—freedoms of conscience, speech and assembly—have been under threat."

So true. We cherish these and similar values, However your own leader and your party colleagues continually push the opposite in the form of the Vaccination Passport (or in similar titles). It will not be something for crossing State borders but will be essential to enter sporting events, banks, supermarkets etc., etc.

The thinking behind it is that vaccinated people will not threaten the health status of the venue in question. Let us be up to date on this matter. Reports of up to 79% of fully vaccinated people have contracted the Covid virus and those same people can spread the virus just as readily as an unvaccinated person. The conclusion must be reached that there is NO difference in the likelihood of spreading the virus whether we are vaccinated or not.

The passport is no doubt designed to make it so awkward to live without it, that people will succumb to the jab. Well I ask you to defend our freedoms and vote down the plan. Why should I agree to be vaccinated with a half-tested vaccine that will not even prevent me from contracting the virus? This plan is the most anti-Liberal thing to be imagined.

Find a copy of the Liberal document “We Believe” and understand where things have gone astray.

I am depending on you, Andrew.

- Ken Grundy, Naracoorte, SA

https://alor.org/Storage/Library/PDF/Liberal%20Party%20of%20Australia%20-%20WeBelieve.pdf
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